President, Mobility India

Distinguished Friends, Delegates and Colleagues

It is a moment of great pride that Mobility India born about quarter century ago is celebrating its silver jubilee year and organizing the National Conference on Assistive Technology for ALL-2030 on August 2-3, 2019 at NIMHANS Convention Centre, Bengaluru.

The National conference theme of ‘Improving Access to Quality and Affordable Assistive Technology for Everyone, Everywhere’ emerges from the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Goal, especially Goal 3: which places good health and well-being for all at all ages, as the centre of a new development vision.

It’s always been the guiding principle at Mobility India to be at the forefront in the research and development of innovative and customized solutions for improved access and functional independence, especially for persons with disabilities.

Pursuant with this goal, Mobility India will hold a two-day National conference with the objective to deliberate and recommend the National Priority Assistive Products List (APL).

We expect participation from UN Agencies, National and International bodies, Education and Research Institutions, Rehabilitation personnel across all discipline, end-users and many more. We are confident that participation of various disciplines in the next two-day conference will generate in-depth scientific discussions and knowledge. Innovations and solutions create awareness and better access to services of assistive technology.

I bring greetings from the Board of Mobility India, staff and on my own behalf and welcome each and every one of you to this conference.

With Best Wishes

Mr. Charles Prabakar
Advisory- National Conference on Assistive Technology for ALL-2030
http://mobility-india.org/national-conference/